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In "The Case of Willa Cather," David Stineback contends

that Canadian critics have a better understanding of Cath-

er's art than do American critics. Stineback argues that we

must interpret Cather's work by analyzing her art and not

her personality or politics. "My impression of native Cana-

dian critics of Cather who remain affiliated with Canadian

institutions is that they are more attuned than American

critics to her artistry." Stineback hypothesizes that the

reason Canadian critics are more attuned is that they "are

better able to distance themselves from the cultural impli-
cations of Cather's work" (395). I^Iithout necessarily agree-

ing with Stineback's contention, my purpose in this thesis

is to explain the lray in which certain features of Cather's

fiction seem to be at odds with the Àmerican mind-set and to

have more in common with the Canadian way of thinking. t

The Canadian mind-set does of course have some affinities
with the American becauser âs Marshall McLuhan points out,

these two nations share certain psychological, social, and

geographical "borderlines. " Language, contends McLuhan, is

Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

t 1 am a$rare that some critics would question the
notion that a nation has a "psycher" just as I am avrare that
some of the theories I use concerning distinctive Canadian
or Àmerican characteristics have been disputed. Since my
purpose is to elucidate Cather's fiction, however, I believe
that my methodology is justified.

1-
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one psychological borderline that English Canada shares with

the United States. He postulates that most Àmericans, not

knowing Canada's history, think that the similarities

between À,merican and Canadian English is a result of Cana-

da's close geographical association with the United States,

whereas actually the Àmerican quality of Canadian English

may be traced to the early English settlement of Canada by

United Empire Loyalists who fled the Àmerican colonies after

the Revolutionary War.

another shared borderline, which is space. He observes that

out of the "nineteenth-century war on the empty wilderness"

there developed the peculiar North American response to

inner and outer space:

extroversion and the inner space for cozy sociability and

security amid dangers" (210, 231); the North American goes

outdoors for solitude and indoors for social gathering.

Because of this reversal of inner and outer Space, the North

Àmerican tends also to hide his private self in public.

Whereas the European wears hiS past and personal- struggles

on his face, the North American appearsr as McLuhan says, to

have a missing face.

Ronald Sutherland also looks at some similarities between

the two major nations of North America, and shows that they

share a common moral basis founded in their Puritan/Calvin-

ist heritage. For all the similarilies of these two doc-

trines, there is one major difference between themr âS well

as between the mind-sets of each nation. Puritanism, as

McLuhan continues by looking at

"the outer space for aggressive
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Sutherland outlines, underscores "self-reliance and the

responsibility of the individual" (405) ; moreover, it llas

the rejection of a "hierarchical, centralizeð, or extensive-

1y structured ecclesiastical system" that drove the Pilgrims

from England. The Calvinism (and Jansenism) which inspired

the Canadian settlers, in contrast, emphasized predestina-

tion and adherence to prescribed rules, and their religious

system maintained ties with an established church. This

reliance on a controlling system, according to Sutherland,

is carried throughout most levels of Canadian life, whether

it be "religious,
or...Iabour union" (406).

EventuaIly, says SutherLand, Àmerican Puritanism was

split in two by rationalist thinkers of the eighteenth cen-

tury, Iike Benjamin Franklin. He retained the Puritan

notion of self-reliance and industry but eliminated God from

the picture, thereby providing a rationale for American

materialism. The spiritual dimension, in turn, v¡aS trans-

formed into intellectual individualism which emphasized non-

conformity and the right of each individual to think inde-

pendently. The Jansenist-Calvinist ethos of Canada never

split into these two extremes, just as this religious herit-

age retained its povrer for a longer period of time. To

Sutherland, we can note the effects of these different

religious orientations in the myths of each nation, as

reflected in the words of their founders: "In contrast to

the positive, expansionist thrust of American 'Manifest Des-

governmental, social, educational,
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tiny' and 'Garden of the Worldr' Canadian myths were modest

and low keyed. Rather than 'Iife, Iiberty and the pursuit

of happiness, r the fathers of Confederation opted for

'peace, order, and good government"' (408).

In addition to outlining the impact of religious heritage

on each nationrs psyche, Sutherland briefly mentions another

factor that helped to distinguish the mind-sets of Canada

and the United States: namely, the types of people who were

their pioneers.

(emigres), dispossessed people who where forced from their

homelands because of political unreSL or famine conditions,

and who retained their love for homeland. In contrast'

American pioneers were immiqrants, future-oriented individu-

als who came to the New World to seek a better life, to

build a nevr societY, and who rejected their roots.

Because of the different reasons that brought Europeans

to the two nations of North America, a different attitude

toward the wilderness developed in Canada and the United

States. Frederick Jackson Turner defines the American atti-

tude in his work on the Àmerican frontier mentality. Nor-

throp Frye articulates the Canadian perspective in his dis-

cussion of the garrison mentality. Each argues that the

phenomenon of settling has influenced the way Àmericans and

Canadians perceive their countries and themselves'

Turner discusses the westward movement of Àmerican socie-

ty and contends that "American social development has been

continually beginning over again on the front.ier. this per-

Canadian settlers tended to be emiqrants
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Turner discusses the westward movement of American socie-

ty and contends that "American social development has been

continually beginning over again on the frontier. This per-

ennial rebirth, this fluidity of Ainerican tife, this expan-

sion westward with its new opportunities, its continuous

touch with the simplicity of primitive society, furnish the

f orces dominating the American character" Q-3). He contin-

ues by postulating that in order for the American settler to

survive the wilderness, it was necessary to strip avray Euro-

pean dress and notions of civilization. "Thus the advance

of the frontier has meant a steady movement al¡ay from the

influence of Europe, a steady growth of independence on

Àmerican lines" (4). Carrying on the tradition of self-re-

liance established by the Puritans, the American frontier

men and women independently went into the wilderness,

cleared ground, built a house, and began to establish their

life: "The rifle and the ax are symbols of the backwoods

pioneer. They meant a training in aggressive courage, in

domination, in directness of action, in destructiveness"
(269-70). Each of these factors contributes to the develop-

ment of the American mind-set, which strongly emphasizes

personal development.

that lay outside the confines of the society and the govern-

ment. Here civilization is one that is based upon personal

success: the individual's rights take precedence over the

good of the group.

The pioneer's development was one
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In contrast, the Canadian mentality plays down self-reIi-

ance and individualism; the symbol of survival for the Cana-

dian settler was not the rifle, but the garrison. The gar-

rison is that which protects the settler fron the surround-

ing wilderness.

communities surrounded with a physical or psychological

'frontier r' separated from one another and from their Ameri-

can and ¡ritish cultural sources: communities that provide

all that their members have in the vtay of distinctly human

values, and that are compelled to feel a great respect for

the law and order that holds them together, yet confronted

with a huge, unthinking, menacing, and formidable physical

setting--such communities are bound to develop what vre may

As Frye puts it:

provisionally caIl a garrison ment.ality" (225).

emphasis is not on the individual, but on the community.

Douglas G. Jones extends the antagonism between man and

nature outlined in Frye's garrison mentality beyond the Can-

"SmaII and isolated

adian context:

dramatized in some of the literature goes beyond any purely

Canadian Colonialism; it can only be considered to reflect

an antagonism towards nature characteristic of western cul-
ture generally" (6). Jones takes Canadian literature out of

the regional perspective and underlines its universality.
As he sees it, the archetype of Canadian literature has

roots in the Old Testament: "it is a world of Adam separat-

ed from his creator and cast out of Eden to wander in the

"The division between culture and nature

wilderness" ( 1 5) . By the same token, however, one might

Here the
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argue that the world of American literature has been Eden,

which Adam re-enters, carrying with him aII the problems of

trying to live in paradise.

GaiIe McGregor, too, considers the different views of

nature in each nation. In a discussion of differences in

painting, she notes that the Canadian view tends to be

"anti-panoramic." Whereas the American landscape painting

"almost always compriseS an overt celebration of man-in-na-

ture...the substantially more mundane Canadian equivalent is

an urban or semi-urban scene" (1I).

question the "city" implications of her diction, her analy-

sis does support that of Frye; each recognizes that the

ernphasis in Canadian art is placed on the development of the

community.

The differences between Canadian and American mind-sets

outlined by these critics and cultural historians provide, I

think, an interesting.context for discussing the tensions

which characterize the work of WilIa Cather. In his article

"Cather and Canada: The French Canadian Connectionr" Benja-

min George arques that in Shadows on the Rock Cather articu-

Iates "a Canadian ideal" (261): the reliance on the values

and traditions of the Old World as a basis for the New World

society and civilization. In this novel, Cather dramatizes

the preservation of traditions by highlighting the domestic

customs of l"lme Àuclair, which she passes on to her daughtert

Cecile. Ànother Canadian aspect of the novel that George

recognizes is "the natural man with ties to societY," char-

Although one might
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acterized by Pierre Charron. George sees Charron as a Cana*

dianized Natty Bumppo, who unlike his Àmerican prototype'

does not spend his "lifetime in the wilderness according to

the tenets of Cooper"; instead, he "is very much a part of

his society" (259) .

George notes that "the development of those lCanadian]

ideals and attitudes may be traced throughout her work"

(249) ,

since he feels that the ideals come into clearer focus in

her work af ter llorl-d War I. He may very well be correct;
however, if vre are to appreciate the culmination of these

ideals in Shadows on the Rock it is important to recognize

their origins in Cather's earliest novels.

Canadian features, for example, are already present in

the first novel, Alexander's Bridse, in which Canada is used

as a setting for the construction of Bartley ÀIexander's

ill-fated bridge. Cather bases her novel on an actual- inci-

dent in Quebec where a partially finished bridge collapsed

because budget constraints did not permit safe construction;

significantly, the bridge had been designed by an American

but he chooses to concentrate on Shadows on the Rock

engineer (Brown 158).

could have set the novel anywhere, that as an Àmerican she

should have chosen a Canadian locus is not fortuitous. Nor-

throp Frye tells us that "Canada...or the place where Canada

is, can supply distinctive settings and props to a writer

who is looking for loca1 colour" (232). Yet that Cather is

concerned with more than "locaI colour" is suggested by

Àlthough it might seem that Cather
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Bernice Slote, in her "Introduction" to the noveI. As she

sees it, Alexander's ocean crossings between Boston and Lon-

don are symbolic bridges between the OId and New Worlds. In

this wêy, Alexander's Bridqe contains the seeds of Shadows

on the Rock in which, for example, Jacques gives Cecile a

beaver for the creche. Here Cather similarly joins a symbol

of the New world--Canada--with the Old World symbol of the

nativity scene (111).

The emphasis upon the need to bridge the Old and New

Worlds (something Àmericans traditionally find very diffi-

cult) becomes even stronger in Cather's second and fourth

novels, O Pioneers! and tqv fntonia. Àlthough set almost

entirely in Nebraska, these novels, even more than ÀIexan-

der's Bridoe, evidence concerns that can be aligned with the

Canadian psyche.

examining the way they interact $¡ith various Àmerican

traits--I will then conclude by speculating on some of the

reasons for Cather's "Canadianness. " Similarly, after dis-

cussing the tensions in Cather's work in terms of the Cana-

dian/American polarity, I will then address the question of

whether the Canadian elements might better be described as

features of prairie fiction and whether Cather's difference

from mainstream American ideology may be traced to gender

rather than to å national/cultural issues.,\

Àfter identifying these concerns--and



After the publication of Àlexander's Bridqe in 1912, wiI-

Ia Cather returned to work on two stories she had written

earlier, "Alexandra" and "The White Mulberry Tree"; she

realized these two stories belonged together, which she pub-

lished as O Pioneers! in 1913. Because the novel began as

two separate stories, it has two strong plots that are woven

together. Àlexandra Bergson's story concerns her sacrifices

and struggles to transmute the prairie into a vigorousr PFo-

Chapter II
O PIONEERS!

ductive agricultural region.

two of her brothers, Lou and Oscar, and denies herself

romantic involvement in order to build a profitable farm.

Her one failure is the tranforming of her third brother,

Emil, into a great man. His story is the subplot and con-

cerns his love affair with Marie Shabata, a young Bohemian

woman whose husband's farm is next to Àlexandra's. Emil and

Marie share the intensity and passion of youth, which Alex-

andra denies herself. While they make love in an orchard,

Marie's husband, Frank, shoots them.

When she was nearing the completion of O Pioneers! Cath-

er vrrote to her friend Elizabeth Sergeant and told her that

"somehow she had on her hands a two-part pastoral" (Sergeant

86). Later, Cather v¡as to send a copy of the book to Serg-

In the process, she alienates

10
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eant, who, in turn, showed it to a fe1low American, Helen

Quincy Muirhead. Muirhead's response was that "the story of

the pioneer Puritans, 'our over-rate progenitors'...had been

a hundred times told....But this fiercely untamed, untram-

melled, sweeping natural world of the Divide, of which the

author gave such rare and measured visual images, had new,

almost cosmic vistas, overtones and undertones" (Sergeant

95-96). The "nevr" quality that Muirhead points to consists

in Cather's infusion of a Canadian response into a typically

American theme.

The American theme in question is the pastoral, which has

two dimensions:

complex into the simpler"' and the "sentimentalized pretty-

pretty" social myth that idealizes nature as a place where

aIl worldy evils are eradicated (Randall 80, 78). The pas-

toral in either form involves an idealization of a simpler

life. Leo Marx, in The Machine in the Garden, and Ànnette

Kolodny, in The Lay of the Land, have explored the develop-

ment and effects of pastoral thinking on Àmerican society.

Both contend that Europeans found in Àmerica a place where

they could bring their fantasy of Àrcadia to fruition. The

American continent yras a garden "in fact as well as in meta-

phor" (Kolodny 9).

In his explanation of the effect of the pastoral myth on

the Canadian mind, Frye observes that "At the heart of all

social mythology Iies what may be called...a pastoral myth'

the vision of a social ideal" (238). This ideal, taking the

the Iiterary convention that puts "'the
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form of "nostalgia for a world of peace and protection, with

a sponLaneous response to the nature around it, with a lei-

sure and composure not to be found today, is particularly

strong in Canada." Canada's social myth is unlike that of

the United States.

attempts to fu1fill the pastoral ideal by living it, in Can-

ada the idyll takes the form of "the evocation of an earlier
period of history which is made romantic by having a more

uninhibited expression of passion or virtue of courage

attached to it" Q39) .

the land and progress; Canadians view their past as a better
place to live.

In O Pioneers! both nature and the past are idealized.

The American elements of the novel are primarily manifest in

the imagery of cultivation and the use of gardens. The Can-

adian elements are manifest in the inhospitable land, and

the repeated garrison settings.

Leo l'larx uses the term "Jeffersonian pastoral" to

describe this Founding Father's ideal for his country, and

explains that Jefferson believed that the best role for

America would be that of an agrarian society whose citizens
would live in nature, but also bring to it the virtues of

civilization. This society is termed by eighteenth*century

thinkers as the "middle state" (Marx 88). The Àmerican pas-

toral thinkers of Èhe time could not accept the natural gar-

den in its prirnitive, chaotic condition; they desired to

impose an order on nature and so to p.rfect it. This work

Whereas in the United StaÈes one

Americans associate pastoral with
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hras to be done by the Jeffersonian "noble husbandmâDr" who

would work the land, order it, and possess an intellect and

wisdom derived from a simple life of working the land. The

"middle state" is the world of O Pioneers!, and Alexandra is

the "noble husbandman." Thus Cather writes: "when you go

out of [elexandra's] house into the flower garden, there you

feel again the order and fine arransement manifest aIl over

the great farm; in the fencing and hedging, in the wind-

breaks and sheds, in the svmmetrical pasture ponds, planted

with scrub willows to give shade to the cattle in fly-time"
(84 emphasis mine).

Cather relies not only on the social pastoral myth of her

country to construct her novel, but also upon the conven-

tions of classical literature. John H. Randall contends

that Virgil's Georqics are the basis of O Pioneers!, for in

the novel vre see the city sophisticate, Carl Lindstrum,

admiring the simple innocence of the rustic, ÀIexandra.

Randall bases his position on the fact that like the Geor-

oics Cather's novel contains "no literal shepherds and shep-

herdesses" (81 ). Susan J. Rosowski, who defines pastoral as

celebrating "the imaginative capacity to form, ideals and to

express them in. art , " sees Virgil's Ecoloques as Cather's

model. Rosowski sees Randall's interpretation as being Iim-

ited because "by concentrating excessively on the 'machiner-

y' of pastoral lhe] misses the flexibility of the pastoral

mode and the ways in which Cather adapted that tradition to

the American scene" (254). Each critic points to Cather's
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use of rustics, city sophisticates, love-sick swains, and

the ordering of chaos. In Rosowski's words, Cather, along

with other writers of pastoral, "celebrates the artistic

imagination, with its power to bring order out of disparate

materials" (46). The two different North Àmerican mind*sets

belong in this category of "disparate materials," out of

which CaLher weaves an ordered novel.

Cather's reference to O Pioneers! as a "two-part pasto-

raI" may help us further to understand the development of

her "Canadian" psyche. Rosowski cites this comment as evi-

dence that Cather v¡as consciously working in the pastoral

convention. Rosowski, however, does not consider Cather's

feeling about the situation. According to Sergeant, Cather

felt that "somehow she had on her hands a tvto-part pastoral:

the most foolish endeavor imaqinable, she mourned" (86

emphasis mine). Sergeant's account suggests that Cather was

not particularly pleased with the tradition in which she

chose to write. Perhaps her decision to depict Nebraska

farmers in the pastoral mode was dictated not only by her

classical studies in university, but by the social milieu of

the United States, the belief in "the Edenic myth that irra-

diated Àmerica's self-image from the beginning" (McGregor

8). Cather admits that the novel required "no arranging or

'inventing"' (writinq g2); she drew upon the experiences of

the country and her knowledge of the people (who looked upon

their land pastorally) to write the novel.

writes about Nebraska pastorally does not indicate that she

Because she
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vras necessarily endorsing American values. The environment

may be Àmerican but the view of it that emerges ultimately
has more to do with a Canadian perspective.

Sharon O'Brien seizes upon Cather's reference to a "two-

part pastoral" and sirnilarly argues that Cather not only

intertwines two stories, but also two contrasting passions:

the controlled passion of Alexandra and the intense sexuaf

passion of Marie. These differing passions can be related

to the differing perspectives of the novel. Àlexandra's

coolness can be aligned with the Canadian mentality; Marie's

intensity can be related to the Àmerican.

Remembering that literary pastoral brings order to dispa-

rated parts, y¡e can see the way in which the garden func-

tions as a symbot of ordered nature. In the garden, Jeffer-
son's "noble husbandman" ca.n work with nature, and enjoy its

bounty. (rhe garden also has obvious religious overtones.)

Rosowski, seeing the ordering ef f ect of t.he gardenrparallels

it with art:
the work is a design in art" (a6); both strive toward per-

fection.
Cather's use of the garden in O Pioneers! is pervasive.

Àfter Sunday dinner, Lou and Oscar go into the orchard to

pick cherries while Àlexandra and her three nieces go into

the flower garden (104-05). One "evening after supper, Carl

and Alexandra [sit] by the clump of castor beans in the mid-

dle of the flower garden" (115-16). Marie's orchard, where

she entertains Alexandra and Carl, is "shelterd...by a thick

"For as the garden is a design in nature, so
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mulberry hedge and bordered...by a Iripeningl wheatfieldr"

the blue grass has "driven out" (134) the weeds, and wild

roses bloom; a sense of order dominates this orchard. These

gardens provide serenity. Yet, Marie's orchard is also the

site of intense passion, for here she and Emil make 1ove,

and here her husband Frank shoots them in a passionate rage

of anger. Às Ellen Moers says, "The gardens in Cather's

work--the lush marsh at Sweet Water, in À Lost Ladv or the

garden under the mulberry tree in O Pioneers! --are scenes

of passion and cruel violence; they are very different from

Cather's landscapes of female ecstasy out on the open prai-

rie" (399). Cather's description of "the brown earth, with

such a strong, clean smell, and such a polrer of growth and

fertility in it, yietdIing] itself eagerly Èo the plow"

(76), is an example of this female ecstasy. Moers argues

that the natural garden is aligned with the feminine while

the fabricated garden is aligned with the violent mascu-

line.2 In her manufactured gardens,

vide the setting for passion and restraint, violence and

placidity, in the manner that she combines threat and soli-

tude with her pastoral. Às Kolodny points out, the pastoral

in America is both metaphor and fact, and Cather is aware of

the facts of life on the Divide, the isolation and loneli-

ness.

2 Moers is correct about the two examples she cites,
which are scenes of violence, but she ignores the gardens
that provide inspiration and contemplation: the gardens of
Bishop Latour, Godfrey St. Peter, and the Wunsches.

Cather is able to Þro-
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Although the garden is a strong American convention, it

is a central motif in Canadian fiction, too; however, typi-

ca1ly, it is hardly Edenic.

for example, is set during the drought years of the thirties
when f arming yras a hopeless venture.

strong, fertite Divide, Ross's prairie is weak and sterile:

"Along the road there are drifts of dust two and three feet

deep. Sometimes the fence posts are almost buried. Here

and there you can see a faint tinge of green, but most of

the seed has been blown out and lost" (54). Mrs. Bentley's

garden suffers the same fate; those seeds that are not blown

alray seem to be eaten by Mrs. Ellingson's chickens. The few

plants that manage to break the surface are dried by the

hot, perpetual wind. Even her houseplants cannot survive

the inhospitable environment i her fuchsia freezes in the

winter, unlike Marie Shabata's houseplants that thrive and

bloom during January. Ross's unpastoral view of the prairie

is in keeping with the general tendency in Canadian litera-

ture to view the land as unfeminine.

Despite their differing depictions of the prairie, Cath-

er's and Ross's novels share many similarities. For

instance, central to both works is the train, a major emblem

of isolation in Canadian Iiterature that symbolizes severed

contact with outside communities. In O Pioneers! we are

toId, "About the station everything was quiet, for there

would not be another train in until night" (4). Hanover is

Ross's As for Me and My House,

UnIike Cather's

isolated from the worId. Similarly, in As for Me and Mv
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House, Mrs. Bentley talks of the effect of the train on her

husband when he was young: "always the train, roaring away

to the world that lay beyond" (32). She senses his feeling

of isolation--a feeling that returns to him. "He's alone in

his study with ltris drawings] now, quieter even than he usu-

ally is. It is the train today, reminding him again of the

outside world he hasn't reached" (33). Philip's isolation
reflects another feeling that is prominent in Canadian lit-

erature, a longing to be somewhere else than where one is.

Gabrielle Roy describes this longing as a "disease, depar-

ture sickness" ( 106) , a disease that also ê,f f ects CarI

Lindstrum. He leaves Nebraska for Chicago, returns, then

travels on to Alaska. Carl, like characters in Canadian

fiction, suffers from "the grass is always greener" syn-

drome, which Cather, however, qualifies when Alexandra says,

"people always think the bread of another country is better

than their ovrn" (63).

One of the most interesting Canadian/american tensions in

the novel pertains to Cather's use of the garrison mentali-

ty. Crazy Ivar chooses to live "in the most inaccessible

place he [can] find" (34), across the county line, near no

one except for a few Russian settlers. Alexandra's farm is

another example of a garrison; its "big white house...stood

on a hill..."There were so many sheds and out buildings
grouped about it that the place looked not unlike a tiny
vi1lage" (83).

tants not from the threatening forces of the wilderness--

These two garrisons protect their inhabÍ-
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Ivar and Alexandra thrive on nature--but from other humans:

"Ivar Ifinds] contentment in solitude" (37); Alexandra finds

protection from her stupid brothers.

sons in a strict Canadian sense; Alexandra and lvar are not

seeking protection from an imposing wilderness, and here we

do not have the huddling together.

A third type of garrison is the town of Hanover r âS

described in the opening scene, and this type is close to
the Canadian tradition because it protects its inhabitants

from the threatening forces of nature like the wild Nebraska

plain. Cather's diction highlights both the physical and

the psychological frontier.

"anchored on the windy Nebraska table land"; nature threat-
ens the town and its buildings: "the howling wind [blows]

These are not garri-

under them as well as over them" (3).

scene, Cather's diction "serves to accentuate the force of

nature and the impermanence of man's dwellings in the face

of such a force" (Thacker 152).

paragraph the psychological frontier: the prairie sod is

"tough"; the "Ior{ drab buildings lhuddle] on the gray prai-

rie, under a gray sky"; and the wind threatens to blow away

the town and surrounds each building, permeating its space.

I^iind, moreover, is an ominous f orce throughout the novel:

"Neighboring Fields" begins with "wind that often blows from

one week's end to another across that high, active, resolute

stretch of country" (76). "Alexandra" begins much Iike

"wild Land" with "black clouds" and "a cold wind" (275).

The town of Hanover is

In this opening

We can see in the first



Às for Me and Mv House opens

threatening wind. Mrs. Bentley

"The town seems huddled together,

perch, afraid to move lest it
Ross shares Cather's use of this
The wind becomes an everpresent

Ross's novel: "For the wind and

Bentley also records the wind's

eaves, invading the house.

Àlthough there are moments of beauty in Ross's prairies
in Saskatchevran, beauty is fleeting, Iacking permanence:

"It vras a clear, still morning. There was a bright fall of

sunshine that made the dingy landscape radiant. Right to
the horizon it winked with little lakes of spring-thaw

water. The sky had a fragile, crystal lookr âs if a touch

or breath might bring it round our heads in tinkling ruin"
(1e).

20

with a similar image of a

records in her diary that

cowering on a high¡ tiny
topple into the wind" (5).

motif and even her diction.
symbol of threat throughout

dust keep on" (54). Mrs.

continual rattlinq of the

"The dingy landscäpe," however, is not totally absent

from Cather's early view of the Divide; though she presents

images of a beautiful prairie, there is a degree of dreari-
ness. Despite the pastoral quality of O Pioneers!, Cather

shares with Ross èifu the view that the prairie can

cut one off from others. Às Brown has noted, such a passage

as "The variegated fields are all one color noþr; the pas-

tures, the stubble, the sky are the same leaden gray" (187)

is indication that "In all seasons, the Divide...was 'one of

the loneliest countries in the worId"' (28).
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Àlthough these three garrisons--Crazy Ivar's homestead,

ÀIexandra's farm, and Hanover--are featured early in the

novel, the symbol of the isolated community continues up

through the last section. Here Alexandra travels to Lincoln

to visit Frank Shabata in the State Penitentiary. The eve-

ning before she goes to the prison she strolls near the Uni-

versity. "She did not go into the grounds, but walked slow-

ly up and down the stone walk outside the long iron fence,

looking through at the young men who vlere running from one

building to another, at the lights shining from the armory

and the library" (287). The University is a safe little
world unto itself, with an armory and an iron fence to pro-

tect it from the outside world.

Cather carefully places the visit to the campus along

side the visit to the prison, and though she does not give a

physical description of the prisonr wê can assume what it
would be like: large stone walls and iron fences and armed

guards--not unlike the University, with its armory and

fence. The prison becomes an inverse symbol of the garrison

because its purpose is not to protect those within from the

wilderness without, but to protect those without from the

people within. These institutions symbolize the degenera-

tion of the instinct of people to cling together for safety

after the wilderness has seemingly been tamed. Now they cut

off the inhabitants from the society around them. The Uni-

versity nurtures academia, with its esoteric language that

few people from the outside can understand. I n contrast,
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language in the prison declines. Frank confesses, I'rI for-
get English. we not talk here, except swear"' (294). Even

in the prison society, the members become isolated from one

another because of the lack of communication.

Alexandra feels this same sense of isolaÈion when she

leaves the Penitentiary, recalling some lines from a poem

she had learned in school: "Henceforth the world will only

Ue/ À wider prison-house to mer--" (298). The entire world

as prison thus becomes the culmination of the increasing

number of garrisons which appear in the novel. This notion

counters the world as garden metaphor that the pastoral has

established; these two metaphors seemingly tug at each oth-

€F, with Cather adhering to the pastoral tradition at the

same time that she emphasizes the isolation caused by the

prairie. Right to the end of the novel, moreover, the Cana-

dian feeling of isolation tempers the Àmerican desire to

look forward toward future Dossibilities.
neers! concludes on an optimistic note--"Fortunate country,

that is one day to receive hearts like Alexandra's into its
bosom, to give them out again in the yellow wheat, in the

rustling corn, in the shining eyes of youth!"--just prior to

this apocalyptic statement, Alexandra says, "'I have been

very lonely, CarI'" (309).

never divorced.

Although characters in American literature rarely experi-

ence emotional isolation the way Canadian characters do, the

characters of both fictions are faced with the problem of

For if O Pio-

Isolation and oastoralism are
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conformity. Unlike the American character, the Canadian

tends not to rebel against society, but to withdraw and

avoid open confrontation. Às Frye says, in the garrison,

"one is either a fighter of a deserter." The individual

works with the society against a common enemy; yet "the ter-

ror is not for the common enemy....The real terror comes

when the individual feels himself becoming an individual,
pulling away from the group, losing the sense of driving
power that the group gives him, aware of a conflict within

himself far subtler than the struggle of morality against

evi1" (226).

suicide or its psychological equivalent: insanity. As Frye

explains "The human mind has nothing but human and moral

values to cling to if it is to preserve its integrity or

even its sanity, yet the vast unconsciousness of nature in

front of it seems an unanswerable denial of those values"

(225) .

Frequently the withdrawl takes the form of

We see the ef f ect of such a denial of val-ues in Morley

Callaghan's Such is Mv Beloved when Father Dowling is unable

to revolt against his wealthy parishioners and his bishop in

order to help two lonely prostitutes. The novel ends with

Father Dowling committed to a sanitorium where he offers his

insanity to God for "a1I the living who need [His] pity and

justice" (143).

from his society; he speaks to animals and wears no shoes

nor cuts his hair; he, too, is a religious zealot. "'You

know there has been talk, ' " he tells Àlexandra. "'About

Likewise, Cather's Crazy Ivar withdraws
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sending me aþray; to the asylum"' ( 91 ) . His dif f erences are

not tolerated: "'The way here Iin the United States] is for
all to do alike....they have built the asylum for people who

are different"' (92-93). Ivar cannot rebel against the

pressure of conformity, so he must rely on ÀIexandra's pro-

tection, and cling to her garrison.

The connection between the landscape and mental condition

is starkly depicted in an early short story titled "On the

Divide" (1896), in which this location is described as a

barren and bleak place where "Insanity and suicide are very

common things"; "most of the Poles after they have become

too careless and discouraged to shave themselves keep their
razors to cut their throats with" (495). Though Cather

viewed her earlier work as inferior, the despair that exists
in this story does foreshadow her later concern with the

negative effects of solitude.
Solitude caused by the land is most evident in the first

section of O Pioneers! in which Nebraska is still a wilder-
ness. In describing the physical frontier, once again Cath-

er conveys a sense of the psychological frontier. Thus, if
she celebrates "the great fact [of] the land itself," she

adds that this immensity "seemed to overwhelm the little
beginnings of human society that struggle in its sombre

vrastes" ( 15) " Michael Ktug, too, observes that "The wild
prairie of O Pioneers! is charged with life, but it is also

malevolent" (289). A windmill is "gaunt" and a sod house is

"crouching in a hollow." American in her reponse to the
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land itself, Cather is Canadian in her sense of being over-

powered by it.
Cather is also Canadian in her depiction of society. Her

Divide is a cultural mosaic of separate ethnic groups and

not an Immigrant "melting-pot" as Bernice Slote asserts

("History" 163). There are the festivals and suppers at the

"French Church"; there are ethnic neighborhoods of the

"French country" and "Norway Creek" (214). Cather's differ-

ent families include the Bergsons (Horway), the Shabatas

(Bohemia), and the Chevaliers (rrance). The mosaic of cul-
tures, though it offers diversity and color, âlso causes

isolation; although the characters and groups interact, they

are stiIl separated from each other. When Àlexandra's

brother EmiI falls in love with her married neighbor Marie

Shabata, he attempts to transcend the ethnic barrier. While

consummating their love in the orchard, Marie's jealousy-en-

raged husband shoots and kills them. Àtthough his rage is

brought on by her infidelity to him, and not to Bohemians,

Frank's reaction stems from the young lovers' lack of

respect for tradition, in this case the tradition of mar-

riagei tradition is the binding force that keeps ethnic

groups segregated.

Cather's concern with past, present, and future also

focuses Canadian versus Àmerican attitudes. The Canadian

tends to look to the past to idealize it, and to maintain a

strong hold on ethnic backgrounds. The people of the Divide

have a deep regard for the past and its trå¿itions. Marie
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bakes several kinds of Bohemian breads; Alexandra hires

Swedish girls to work in her kitchen. Each retains a link

with the OId World. When characters disregard the past they

are presented as stupid, like Lou's wife, who tries to hide

her Scandinavian background, or they meet a tragic end, like

Emil and Marie, who, through their lack of respect for the

traditional marriage, suffer a tragic fate.
The strong presence of the Catholic Church also empha-

sizes the importance of the past and tradition. Signifi-
cantly, Àlexandra's Protestant church plays a minor role in

the novel-; perhaps because the Protestants broke with the

Church and its traditions.
place at the French Catholic Church.

a society that is dependent on the Church, which provides

religious guidance and social activity. The Church teaches

conformity, not self-reliance; the church is also a link
with the past.

Àttention to the past is evident not only in Cather's

evocation of history, but in the novel's structure as weIl.

O Pioneers!

titled. The narrative begins in the past tense, but,with

the beginning of "Neighboring Fields" we read that "It is

À1I religious activity takes

sixteen years since John Bergson died" (75).

from past to present to past occurs throughout the middle

sections; only "wi1d Land" and "Àlexandra" are told com-

pletely in the past tense. The novel begins in the past--

-"Thirty years ago" (3)--and ends by returning to the past.

is written in five parts, each individually

In O Pioneers! we see

This shift
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By shifting to the present, Cather makes the past more imme-

diate, just as she could be said to shift from a Canadian to

an American vray of thinking: that is, living the past in the

present with the added Àmerican dimension of looking to the

f uture (t¡cLuhan ) .

Looking to the future is expressed very strongly in the

prtfreti" vision of O Pioneers!. At the end of the firsÈ-^
section Àlexandra is leaning against a windrnill, and "Under

the long shaggy ridges, she felt the future stirring" (71).

This strong reliance on what is to come is felt throughout

the rest of the novel.

future, however, she implies that the growth of a nevr cul-

ture requires deep OId World roots.

Cather's final apocalyptic statement, which is followed

by Alexandra telling Carl she has been loneIy, combines not

only the pastoral and isolation,
welI. Rosowski says that the "effect of the concluding

scene is of timelessness.... [cather] joins age and youth,

life and death, the present and the universal" (60). What

is also joined are the Canadian and the American mentali-

ties. We can understand more fully this mixture of mentali-

ties by examining the characters of Carl and Àlexandra and

looking at how the Canadian and American characteristics

that they embody complement one another.

In an early scene Alexandra and CarI are traveling home

from town. Cather tells us "The light fell upon the two sad

young faces that were turned mutely toward it...upon the

As much as Cather emphasizes the

but past and present as
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sombre eyes of the boy, who seemed already to be looking

into the past" (14). Carl has a magic lantern that projects

slides of Robinson Crusoe and of hunting pictures in Germa-

ny; he plans to paint his olrn slides, copied "out of Hans

Andersen's book" ( 1 7 ) . Not only are CarI's eyes turned to

the past, but his attention is on European culture--the Old

World.

advance of the frontier means "a steady movement av¡ay from

the influence of Europe, a steady growth of independence on

American linesr" (4) then CarI does not show Àmerican idios-
yncracies. His reliance on the traditions and influences

If l¡e consider Turner's interpretation that the

of Europe show his Canadian characteristics.
WorId inclinations and leanings toward the past become more

apparent on a symbolic level. In the Àmerican frontier

experience, the west was regarded as the nation's future,

the East its past. It is, then, significant that when Carl

Ieaves Nebraska he goes East and becomes an engraver in Chi-

cago, and later in New York. Àdmittedly CarI travels West

to the Klondike, yet his destination is Dawson (192), in the

Yukon, which is a Canadian territory.
Although CarI reflects the American inclination to ideal-

ize the land, his way of doing so has a Canadian flavor.
r'II even think I liked the old country bettêr,"' he says,

and then goes on to recall the o1d German song "Wo bist du,

r¡o bist du mein geliebtest land" (118). Although this reac-

tion to the "tamed" prairie is Àmerican, notice how Carl

chooses to express himself--with an old German song. Like-

CarI's Old
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vrise, earlier in the novel Cather describes the splendors of

the prairie in very Àmerican terms: the earth "rolIs away

from the shear, not even dimming the brightness of the met-

al, with a soft, deep sigh of happiness"; and in the harvest

"The grain is so heavy that it bends toward the blade and

cuts like velvet." She then compares the prairie, when ris-
ing "to meet the sun," to "the plains of Lombardy" (76).

Like CarI, Cather chooses an OId World simile. She combines

the o1d and the new in her description of the prairie as she

combines the old and the new,

psyches in her characters Carl and Àlexandra.

At first appearance, Àlexandra is a strong-wi1led inde-

pendent spirit. Her development, however, is curious

because she begins the novel as a strong active pioneer

$roman; she takes charge of the family farm; she uses her

imagination and the advice of progressive thinkers to build
her family's fortune.

that Carl's eyes are looking to the past, she says that
Àlexandra's eyes "seemed to be looking with such anguished

perplexity into the future" (14): a strong American char-

acteristic. Às the novel progresses, she becomes passive

and less imaginative. In the first chapter, when a peddler

"innocently and foo1ishly" shouts admiration for her hair,
ÀIexandra stabs "him with a glance of Amazonian fierceness"
(8). In her analysis of Alexandra as an asexual being,

O'Brien focuses on this phrase and notes that "Aggressive,

the Canadian and American

In the scene where Cather tel-ls us

military imagery surrounds Cather's prairie Àmazon,

female Alexander" ( 1 60) .

her
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Just as the historical and mythological Alexanders h'ere

prototypes for Bartley Alexander in Alexander's Bridqe, they

are prototypes for Alexandra. She is a ltarrior who will be

charged with battling against nature to bring order to the

prairie, a strong Àmerican characteristic. The same land

that causes Carl's mouth to "become so bitter, because he

felt that men were too weak to make any mark here, that the

Iand wanted to be let alone" (15), and that sends Mr. Berg-

son to his grave a broken man because he cannot conguer it,

motivates Àlexandra.

Thacker argues that the harsh imagery presented early in

the novel "reflects the values of those who like John Berg-

son 'had come to tame' the land without understanding it"
(269). He suggests that ÀIexandra can subdue the prairie

because she understands it..

than understanding to succeed; she must love the prairie.

She neither subdues nor conquers the land; she works with it

because one cannot be lover and master at the same time. If

the land is conguered, then it is vanquishedr yet Cather

never describes it in terms other than virility and compli-

ance: the giver of sustenance.

Àlexandra's treatment of the prairie is

American if s¡e consider Turner's opinion of

man. "The rif l-e and the ax are the symbols

pioneer. They meant training in aggressive

ination, in directness of action, in

(269-70); this analysis does not apply to

Yet Àlexandra requires more

def initely not

the frontiers-
of the backwoods

courage, in dom-

destruct iveness"

Àlexandra. We
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could turn to Canadian terms to define Alexandra's attitude
toward the land, but Frye, when discussing the architecture
of Canadian cities and villages, asserts that they show

"1itt1e adaptation to nature", and that they express "an

arrogant abstraction, the conquest of nature by an intelli-
gence that does not love it." He continues by saying that

"The word 'conguest' suggests something military" (224).

Something military does agree with Alexandra as the

female Alexander--Conqueror of the world--but somehow ÀIex-

andra's attitude to the land is quite different from mascu-

line dominance.

attitude is similar to Turner's, it would seem as if the

Canadian attitude would not fit either. Perhâps, however,

the problem lies with Frye's "masculine" view. Thus, in her

analysis of Margret Atwood's Surfacinq vis a vis James Dick-

ey's Deliverance, Evelyn J. Hinz has argued that "Àtwood is
obviously characterizing the Canadian psyche as essentially
feminine" (96). Alexandra's view of the land can best be

described in similar terms. She does not go out and work to

conquer the land; instead, she mates with it and the land

responds. ÀIexandra is forceful but in a cooperative rather

than combative sense. She does not subdue the land but

rather nurtures and cultivates it.
The turning point in the depiction of the landscape fol-

Iows Alexandra's and Emil's visit to the riverside farms.

After spending five days ayray from the Divide, Alexandra

realizes how much she loves it. "'We must have faith in the

Since Frye's description of the Canadian
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high Iand r "' she tells Emil ( 64 ) . As their vragon climbs up

to the Divide we are told, "For the first time, perhaps,

since the land emerged from the waters of geologic ages, a

human face was set toward it with love and yearning. It
seemed beautiful to her, rich and strong and glorious. Her

eyes drank in the breadth of it, the great, free spirit
which breathes across it, must have bent lower than it ever

bent to a human will before" (65). As Alexandra physically

emerges from the river valley, like the land from the geo-

logical waters, she symbolically emerges as the land's lov-
er.

Judith Fryer agrees that in such a passage "the land is
Àlexandra's lover"; she argues that the landscape is "an

emblem of the female bodyr" and suggests that "Ioving the

Iand... is f or a vroman a

nance and mastery" of the land as viewed by men (376).3

Alexandra is able to appreciate the pre-tamed prairie as

well as the cultivated one because she Iives a balanced

Iife; she exemplifies the pioneer ideal: "À pioneer should

have imagination, should be able to enjoy the idea of things

more than the things themselves" (48). She can enjoy the

idea of the prairie in two different stages--the undeveloped

and the developed--and not feel remorseful about the change.

Here ne see neither a strict American attitude nor a strict
Canadian one, but an ideal blending of the two.

different experience from the domi-

3 Fryer states that the
nine, too, but Cather gives
sex: she uses the oronoun "it

Genius of the Divide is femr-
no indication of the Genius's

" as reference.
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As we have seen, Cather combines the traditional pastoral

view of America with a theme of exile. Just as the pasto-

ralism of the novel is not always pastoral, the sex of the

Land is not always female. Moers believes that in Cather's

"!¡ork the female landscape is either a central issue or it
is not there at aII" (225).

used to describe the land. In the first pastoral passage

Cather employs a typical scene of planting that is wrought

with sexuality. In this passage, the land is powerful and

fertile; it "yields itself eagerly to the plow" (76). In

ÀIexandra's day dream, however, the land becomes masculine:

Sometimes, as she Iay...luxuriously idle, her eyes
closed, she used to have an illusion of being
lifted up bodily and carried lightly by some one
very strong. He was a man, certainly, who carried
her, but he yras like no man she knew; he was much
larger and stronger and swifter, and he carried
her as easily as if she were a sheaf of wheat.
She never saw him, but, with eyes closed, she
could feel that he was yeIlow like the sunlight,
and there nas the smell of ripe cornfields about
him. She could feel him approach, bend over her
and lift her, and then she could feel herself
being carried swiftly off across the fields. (206)

O'Brien sees this man as a "harvest-god" that is one of the

"products",of the feminine land's "procreation and growth"

(163). He is not merely a product, however; he is made of

the elements of the prairie: sunlight and cornfields. He

Quite often female imagery is

is nature.

land, Cather says, "The air and the earth are curiously mat-

ed and intermingledr âs if the one nere the breath of the

other" (77). What she describes is a hierogamous marriage

Earlier, when describing the farming of the
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of earth and sky, and likewise, Alexandra's union with her

dream-man is a hierogamous bonding.

This shift in the land's sex, then, creates a paradox

that is best explained both by gender and national ethoi,
and further suggests the feminine quality of the Canadian

orientation. In Alexandra's fantasy, she, the strong "Àma-

zonian" woman submits to the masculine figure. Her strong-
wiIled, independent (American) spirit becomes Canadian when

she gives in to the masculine landscape.

We can see yet another dimension of Alexandra's Canadian-

ness if we consider Warren Motley's analysis of Alexandra's

character and development.

is "a fertile but asexual Earth Mother" (159). To Motley,

however, "Cather's heroine is not an Earth Mother or corn

goddess as many critics have he1d" (151); instead, Motley

argues that Alexandra is simply a woman who worked for the

autonomy and power of a man's world, and in turn she sacri-
ficed her feminine development. Because of this underdevel-

oped side of her nature, Motley contends that Alexandra suf-
fers a depression that causes isolation. In one respect,

Alexandra is a true Àmerican character: she rebels against

established sex roles and becomes a successful farmer and

landowner. The effect of her success, though, has a Canadi-

an quality. Alexandra withdraws from her society. She does

not venture into tor¡n after the opening scene. In the lat-
ter chapters, she does not leave her farm except to go to

O'Brien contends that ÀIexandra

Marie's house or to church. In the final section she does
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travel to Linco1n, but while there she visits only garri-

sons: the University and the prison. Motley asserts that

Àlexandra's isolation causes her to think of suicide. Klug

agrees and feels that "She longs for death" Q91). Àlexan-

dra compares herself with Carrie Jensen, a woman who "tried
to ki11 herself once or twice" (124).

Àlexandra's desire to find relief in death from her pain as

an underdeveloped v¡oman is expressed in the return of her

daydream after having gotten "cold clear through" (280) in a

rainstorm while at Emil's grave. In this dream she recog-

nizes the man as "the mightiest of aII lovers" (283), whom

Motley interprets as being death. Here, Àlexandra embraces

death as relief from her isolation.
In Canadian terms, Alexandra pulls away from the moral

and social values of her garrison (the community of the

Divide) and experiences the isolation of becoming individu-

al--the "reaI terror" (Frye 226) of the Canadian. Unlike

other Àmerican characters who rebel and set out on their
own, Àlexandra suffers from the loneliness of independence.

In this respect she is not a Huck Finn or an Ishmael; she is

Motley argues that

closer to a Father DowIing.

he concludes that "Without a community to sustain her, the

pioneer woman's success is shadowed in her inner life by the

repression and retrospective vision that blights Jim Burden

and other young men in Cather's fiction" (163). They suffer
from a psychological garrison.

Mot1ey supports this idea when
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In the marriage between Carl and Àlexandra, Cather embod-

ies, then, not only a marriage of two people, but of two

mind-sets. Both Carl's and ÀIexandra's characters contain,
to varying degrees, Canadian elements, joined with American

characteristics. Their wedding comes to represent an even

stronger matrimony in Cather's fiction between Àmerican and

Canadian ideals that develops through the course of her

career.



Like the "tno stories" that are combined in O Pioneers!,

Cather's second Nebraska novel features a dual narrative

technique: uv lntonia consists of Jim Burden's recollection
of his early life with the titular protagonist. The novel

begins with Jim meeting an old friend from his hometown

while on a westbound train. The two reminisce about Nebras-

ka and the people they knew. This encounter leads Jim to

Chapter I I I

MY ANTONIA

write his recollection of íntonia Shimerda.

title refers to another, Jim writes an autobiography that

begins with his move at age ten to his grandparents' farm in

Nebraska from his home in Virginia after his parents'

deaths. The story revolves around the Shimerda family, and

Àntonia in particular.

Àntonia in her middle-age, then the mother of ten and the

wife of a moderately successful Bohemian farmer. The dual

narrative comes from Jim's concern with and highlighting of

Àntonia while telling his own history. To a critic Iike

Randall, this duality can be seen as following the pattern

of classical pastoral poetry--with Burden as city sophisti-
cate commenting on the rustic charms of íntonia i,i,7). The

polarity of Cather's novel, however, also supports my thesis

concerning the interaction of Canadian and Àmerican atti-

The story ends with Jim's visit to

Àlthough the
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tudes in Cather's work. Moreover, Slote, in her "Introduc-
tion" to Àlexander's Bridqe, contends that "the central con-

cept of the book" is "the divided self" (xx-xxi ) and the

"The theme of double selves is pervasive in Cather's work"

(xxi ). KIug Iikewise states that "Internal division is the

central theme of Wil1a Cather's Iife" (287). In O Pioneers!

both Carl and Àlexandra are divided between American incli-
nations and Canadian leanings.

rates these two attitudes and assigns them to the individual
characters of Jim and Àntonia.

The development of Jim and Antonia, however, differs from

that of Carl and ÀIexandra because r¡ith the two main char-

acters of tqv fntonia Cather clearly defines their motivating
psyche. Whereas Cather describes CarI's eyes as turned to
the past, she organically demonstrates that Jim's attention
is to the past through his development and the structure of

the novel.

characteristics than Àlexandra. Alexandra confesses a lone-

Iiness and recedes into her garrison; íntonia possesses an

explosive, strongly rebellious nature.

Cather's Canadian viewpoints are not limited to character

development, moreover; she uses elements of the Canadian

psyche throughout the novel. For instance, she relies upon

the garrison metaphor to describe the Shimerdas after they

have arrived in their new Nebraska home. Frye points out

two phases in the garrison mentality, which t¡v fntonia
reflects. In "The Shimerdas," Jim relates the strúggle of

In Mv Àntonia, Cather sepa-

Likewise, Antonia hag much clearer American
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this Bohemian family, which exemplifies elements from the

first phase of the garrison mentality.

One of the elements of phase I is the tendency to use

one's house as a fortress against enemies. In the Shimer-

das' case, the enemy is nature. "'They seem awful scared of

coldr"' Otto Fuchs te1ls the Burdens, "'and stick in that
hole in the bank like badsers"' (70).

their garrison to which they cling to survive the cold. "As

soon as Ìre enteredr" says Jim remembering his grandmother's

and his visit to the Shimerdas', Marek "threw a grainsack

over the crack at the bottom of the door. The air in the

cave v¡as stif ling, and it was very dark, too" (73).

Ànother element of phase I is the struggle to survive,

and the Shimerdas' struggle consists not only in surviving
the cold. Since they arrived in autumn, they did not have a

chance to lay away supplies for the winter. they have very

little food or money, so are reduced to begging rotten pota-

toes from the postmaster, "'What he throw out"' (74). If it
were not for the Burdens, the Shimerdas possibly would not

have survived their first winter.
Mr. Shimerda enters phase II when the isolation of life

on the Divide proves too much for him; his loneliness,

caused by the separation from his homeland and his friends,
leads him to commit suicide. In phrasing that echoes the

ideals of the Canadian Fathers of Confederation (peace,

order, and good government), Cather writes that Mr. Shimerda

"had come to believe that þeace and order had vanished from

Their cave becomes
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the earthr oE existed only in the world he had teft behind"

(86). The feelings that bring about his suicide are similar
to the feelings of Canute Canuteson in the early story, "On

the Divide". When Canuteson looks to the trees along Rat-

tlesnake Creek, the narrator telts us that "ff it had not

been for the few stunted cottonwoods and elms that greh'

along its banks, Canute would have shot himself years ago"

(493). For Mr. Shimerda there is no relief from the prai-
rie's oppression, as there is for Canute.

weak man, and even the love of his daughter cannot save him

from the feeling of loneliness caused by the prairie. His

reaction to the Divide is in keeping with the Canadian char-

acter: he withdraws into himself and finds relief only in

death.

Àfter Shimerda's suicide, spring comes and the family
begins to work their land. With the change in the season

comes a change in the family's attitude toward the prairie.
They take on qualities which Turner defines as being part of

the frontier Àmerican mentality. Their discussion of the

old country ceases; they concentrate on the building of

their farm, which in turn is symbolic of building the

nation.

I n "The Shimerdas " , h'e see a combi nat i on of both the

garrison and frontier mentalities. This dichotomy, however,

is only one of the many that Cather employs in the develop-

ment of the novel. For example, Cather again works with the

dichotomy of the Old and New Wor1ds. If Jim seems Èo accept

Shimerda is a
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the role of spokesperson for his society when he thinks

about the line from Virgil "'for I shall be the first, if I

live, to bring the muse into my country"' (264), so does

Cather. The importance of bringing a voice, which is a com-

bination of o1d and new elements, into a bare country per-

tains to both Jim and Catherr äs his creator. She is con-

scious of the fact that through the past a people may have a

future. In uv Ántonia Cather dramatizes the joining of ele-
ments for the Old and New Worlds by describing new things

and experiences in terms of OId World similes.

Jim makes two comparisons with the Middle East in

describing a train conductor and his grandfather: the con-

ductor's uniform cuffs are "engraved with hieroglyphicsr"

and "he Iis] more inscribed than an Egyptian obelisk" (4).

Jim also tells us' that a missionary once described his

grandfather's beard as being "like the beard of an Àrabian

sheik" (12). The exotic quality of the Eastern world min-

gles with the mundane Nebraska prairie. Likewise, Jim

introduces a mystic quality when he describes an indigenous-

ly North Àmerican tree, the cottonwood, as looking "like the

gold and silver trees in f airy tales" ( 21 ) . wit.h this sim-

iIe, Cather resurrects the enchanted forest and places it in

Nebraska. Àgain, Èhis enchantment returns when Mrs. Shim-

erda gives Mrs. Burden the precious gift of a smalL sack of

dried mushrooms. Mrs. Burden, however, does not know what

they are. rr r J rm af raid of 'emr "' she tells Jim, then throws

them into the stove. Many years later, Jim learns that the
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gif t l¡as mushrooms, which "had been gathered, probably, in

some deep Bohemian forest...." Q9). Jim's speculation,

followed by ellipses, takes the reader into the realm of

enchantment and rnagic; anything can happen in deep Bohemian

forests. Mrs. Burden's reaction is a typical Àmerican dis-
trust of foreign things--an attitude about which Cather

wrote in an essay soon after she had left Nebraska. She

said that Americans would not associate with immigrants nor

try "to profit by their older traditions" (Brown 25).

Cather's observance is similar to Turner's. Àmericans

ignore the past and its traditions to establish a nev¡ order.

Yet, this tendency causes problems for a society becauser âs

vre have observed, Cather believes that a society needs to be

av¡are of its past in order to build its future. Being una-

ware of the past may not be strictly an Àmerican character-

istic; as McLuhan points out,

throughout the North American continent: vre live the past in
the present. He quotes Leopoldo Zea's discussion of Hispan-

ic America, but Zea's comments are accurate for all Àmeri-

cans. "'The past, if it is not completely assimilated,

always makes itself felt in the present....Hispanic America

continued to be a continent without a history because the

past was always present. And if it had a history, it yras

not a conscious historv"'
similar to Brown's assessment of Cather's Nebraska society,

one "without a real past, and without much consciousness of

what past it had" (xxii).

we can find this Dhenomenon

Q40). this commentary sounds
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Cather's use of pastoral, then, is a reflection of this
phenomenon. The desire to live in the garden is an old,
European myth, part of the baggage Àmerican settlers have

brought to the New Wor1d. tlv íntonia, like O Pioneers!, has

an abundance of gardens, which critics are quick to point

out. The gardens of the tvro novels differ, however, because

in Mv íntonia Cather has included snakes.a

Jim's grandmother does not go to her garden without her

stick with which she kills snakes. On Jim's first visit to

the garden, he asks to stay longer. "'Àren't you afraid of

snakes?' " asks Mrs. Burden. "'À little r' I admitted, 'but
I'd like to stay, anyhow"' (17). Jim is willing to risk the

snakes to stay in the garden because of his need to live the

past as present. Jim's battle with the rattler in the prai-
rie-dog town is the pinnacle of his struggle with the two

North Àmerican psyches under which he is operating at this
stage in his development. He tries to wipe av¡ay the past

because the snake is a symbolic link with the past, "IefL on

from buffalo and Indian times." Here is an attempt by Jim

to end the connection with the earlier timesr âs if he is
trying to live the frontier mentality ful1y, erasing every

Iink with the past, but he cannot; Jim admits that the snake

"seemed Iike the ancient, eldest Evil. Certainly his kind

have Ieft horrible unconscious memories in all warm-blooded

lif e" (47).

a Blanche
seeing it as a
Mv Antonia.

H. Gelfant considers
phallic symbol, in

the role of the snake,
her discussion of sex in
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Àt the same time that Jim tries to eradicate the past, he

resurrects it by telling his story; therefore, his Canadian

attitude dominates his development. Antonia, in contrast,

can assimilate past, present, and future with ease. She

tells her children the stories of her childhood. In these

moments, Àntonia lives her past in the present by giving her

stories to her children, the symbols of her future. She

tries neither to eradicate nor to resurrect the past; she

sirnply lives it in her present.

Another dimension of the past/present dichotomy is relig-
ion. Not only does Christianity come to the New World from

the Old, but also the split into Catholicism and Protestant-,d,
ism reflects the two poles. The very nature ofnReformation

paralleIs the nature of American society's development; both

involved the abandoning of old traditions to establish a nen

order. Perhaps this parallel explains vrhy the United States

is, psychologically at least, a Protestant nation. Canada

is predominantly Catholic.

Catholic Church is similar to her admiration of those quali-

ties that are a part of the Canadian world view.

Cather brings all these dimensions--past/present, New/Old

world, Protestant/Catholic--together in Jim' s description of

the Christmas tree. "Grandmother said that it reminded her

of the Tree of Knowledge" (83), Jim tells us. Here, the

grandmother links a Nebraska cedar with the tree in the Gar-

den of Eden. This Christmas tree is decorated with "ging-

erbread animals, strings of popcorn, and bits of candle"

Cather's admiration for the
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(82), all from the New World. Then, Otto Fuchs produces

paper ornaments from Àustria: figures from the Nativity
scene. "Our tree became the talking tree of fairy tale;
legends and stories nestled like birds in its branches"

(83). Thus, the tree combines the two worlds. Jim empha-

sizes the link with past and present when he remarks the

story of Christ's birth "seemed Iike something that had hap-

pened IateIy" (84),

On Christmas day, when Mr. Shimerda visits, his reaction

to the tree elevates it to the realm of the sacred:

Às it grevr dark, I asked whether I might light the
Christmas tree before the lamp was brought. When
the candle-ends sent up their conical yellow
flames, all the coloured figures from Austria
stood out clear and full of meaning against the
green boughs. Mr. Shimerda rose, crossed himself,
and quietly knelt down before the tree, his head
sunk forward. His long body formed a letter 'S.'
I saw grandmother look apprehensively at grandfa-
ther. He vras rather narrow in religious matters,
and sometimes spoke out and hurt people's feel-
ings. There had been nothing strange about the
tree before, but novr, with some one kneeling
before it--images, candles...Grandfather merely
put his finger-tips to his brow and bowed his ven-
erable head, thus Protestantizing the atmosphere.
(87)

The Protestant/Catholic question is also related by Cath-

er to the issue of the immigrant/emigrant mentalities.
Being immigrant nations, the countries of the Àmericas have

been settled by people who have had to carry their pasts

with themr âs Aeneas carries his household gods, but that

history loses it validity and immediacy when brought into a

wilderness, and must be redefined and reshaped to fit the



North Àmerican

with this issue.

directs us to consider the struggle of winning a homeland,

to which the book of Joshua is devoted. For Ross's protago-

nists, the

try village
Horizon to

context. Ross's As for Me and My House deals

The Bentley's are emigrants

struggle is too great, and they abandon the coun-

The title,

difference in the respective constitutions of the American

and Canadian psyches. Ideologically, the settlers of the

United States usually had an immigrant mentality: they came

to the United States because they chose to. The settlers of

Canada came to their new country because economic or social
conditions forced them out of their homelands. They did not

choose to come to Canada because of what Canada offered, but

because it would serve their purpose of earning enough money

to return home; thus, they had an emigrant mentality. Fred-

erick Philip Grove dramatizes this mentality in À Search for

for the city;
find a home but

taken from Joshua 24216,

similarly, they did not go to

because Philip had a job there.

to Horizon. Herein l-ies another
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Àmerica when

Europe:

his protaganist decides to emigrate from

Canada, the United States, South Africar oF Àus-
tralia--on one of these four my choice had to
faIl. What I resolved to do, was this. I intend-
ed to step in at Cook's tourist-office in Lon-
don...and ask for the next boat which I stood any
chance of catching, either aÈ Liverpool or at
Southampton, no matter where she miqht be bound.
As it happened...a White-star liner vras to weigh
anchor next day, going from Liverpool to Montre-
aI....I bought my passage...and--had burnt my
bridges. Thus I became an immigrant into the
western hemisphere. ( 1 0-1 1 emphasis mine )
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Interestingly, Grove uses the word "immigrant" but his hero

does not make a conscious decision to immigrate. OnIy

chance takes him to North America. Soon, he leaves Canada

for the United States, only to return to Canada at the end

of the novel because the "Àmerican dream" he seeks in the

United States no longer exists, and he hopes to find it in

Canada.

Being a population of dispossessed people, then, is one
2.¿

source of Canada's emegre mentality.
pled by such groups as remittance men, United Empire Loyal-

ists, Ukrainian refugees, Irish potato famine victims: the

homeless and the vanquished. Jim's family is similarly dis-
possessed. Coming from Virginia, part of the former Confed-

erate States, they are vanquished people in their oh'n land,

much like French-Canadians. Jim comes to Nebraska, not by

choice, but by chance. Jim is an emigrant.

Cather's European settlers, in contrast, exhibit the

immigrant mentality.

two examples of the immigrant mentality, as well as of the

Àmerican Dream. Each woman works hard and becomes success-

ful in her business ventures. Each abandons the old country

for the nev¡. ltonia exhibits all the virtues of the Jef-
fersonian ideal. Our last glimpse of her is not of a lonely

vroman who has at last f ound companionship, like ÀIexandra,

but of a l¡oman who, though she has lived a hard life, has

successfully pursued happiness. She has a family and a

farm; she is content.

Canada had been Deo-

Tiny Soderball and Lena Lingard are
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We also 
"". 

ínronia's Àmericanness in her regard for the

land, which is best described as geopiousr or the "'emotion-
a1 [bond] between man and his terrestrial home"' (qtd. in

Carpenter 1 1 1 ). Geopiety is what Jim explores when he con-

siders the meaning of patria. Knowing one's patria and

being in harmony with one's space is something upon which

Cather places importance. Antonia knows her patria and, as

a resuLt, is fruitful, âs evidenced by all her children
bursting out of the fruit cellar in "a veritable explosion

of Iife" (339).

Ànother quality of fnaonia's Àmericanness is her indepen-

dent and rebellíous nature. When Mr. Harling forbids her to
continue attending the dances in town, she quits his employ

and goes to work for the Cutters. Later, she gives birth to

her first daughter "'without calling to anybody, without a

groan, she 1ay down on the bed and bore her child"' (316).

Jim's dependence on his community, which is yet another

sign of his Canadian psyche, is quite opposite to íntonia's
self-reliance. we see Jim's Canadian mentality fully when

he ponders the meaning of "PËLmus ego in patrium

mecum...deducam Musasr" and concentrates on the word "g!-
ria." His professor has told him that in this sense, "p.f-

É" does not mean "a nation or even a province, but the

1ittle rural neighbourhood on the Mincio where the poet was

born" (264). The meaning of patria indicates Jim's Canadian

psyche because, ideologically, Americans--regardless of

affection for a specific loca1e--would think of patria as
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CIeric's definition makes perfect sense. SimiIarIy, Jim's

story is a quest for his patria, a place with which he has

Iost touch; as a result, he senses that the good place is

somewhere eIse. Jim attempts to fulfill his life by retell-

ing his past, reliving it through his story. Thus, the

implications of the narrative structure of t"fv ltonia have

much in common with Margaret Laurence's great prairie novel

The Stone ÀnqeI. The retelling of a life is very Canadian

becauser âs Frye points out, idealizing the past is typical
of the Canadian pastoral myth. Hagar Shipley, the novel's

protagonist, shifts beÈween the past and present to tell the

story of her ninety-year life. Even the epigraph of My.

Antonia, optima dies...prima fuqit (best days fly first), is
fitting for Laurence's novel. Hagar's best days have flown

early in her Iife.
Ànother example of Canadian fiction concentrating on

chil-dhood nostalgia is W. O. Mitchell's Who Has Seen the

wind. Michael Peterman, in a comparison of tqv íntonia and

Who Has Seen the Wind, says that both novels are "celebra-

tions of childhood experience and elegies that rigorously

place that special openness and sensitivity of youth in full
human perspective" (95). To Peterman, the word "charm"5

best describes the effect of l¿v íntonia, with charm being an

emotional quality that attracts both scholar and leisure

reader, causing them to overlook the novel's defects and
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For the regionalistic Canadian, Gaston

s A word he borrows from James Woodress.



lack of structure (93-94).

The charm, however, does not have this effect on aII
readers. Granville Hicks sees the novel's theme as "heroic
idealism," that is, "the joyous struggle against nature sus-

tained by a confidence in the ultimate beneficd"& that
nature against which it fought" (142). He also believes

that the novel depends "upon a mystical conception of the

frontier... IlookingJ back longingly to the heroism of earli-
er days" (140). For Hicks, the novel's nostalgic quality is
a flaw; however, his difficulty with the novel perhaps

derives from the extent to which looking forward rather than

backward is the orientaion of the American. Hicks would be

one of those critics whom Stineback would catergorize as

having difficulty with Cather's work because he looks for
only American qualities, and when he finds something incon-

gruous with the Àmerican psyche he considers it a flaw in

Cather's writing. Peterman, on the other hand, has no such

difficulties becauser ês a Canadian, he does not approach

the novel with the same expectations as Hicks, namely, that
the novel should follow the American tradition of denying

the past.

Cather's embracing of the past, which we see in Jim, is
one of the elements of the novel that is similar to Canadian

fiction. When, in the Canadian novel, the pastoral is used,

it functions as an "idealization of memory, especially
childhood memory" (Frye 241'). Ernest Buckler's The Mountain

and the Vallev exemplifies this idealization. This novel is

50
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a recollection of David Canaan's past, beginning with a pro-

Iogue and ending with an epilogue of David's present, which

is disappointing and bleak. His childhood, however, was a

time when each day "was brand ne$¡, with a gift's private

shine" (19). The structure of Buckler's novel is similar to

Cather's, which begins and ends with Jim's present, bookend-

ing his past.

One of Jim's early memories of Nebraska is his fist day

at his grandparents' home: "It $tas pleasant there in the

kitchen. The sun shone into my bath-water through the west

half -window, and a big lrtaltese cat came up and rubbed him-

self against the tub, watching me curiously" (10).

Jim remembers the warmth and security of his childhood--a

memory to which he returns at the end of the novel. In the

final chapter, Jim discovers that he does not like the

change that has come over his hometown. "My day in Black

Hawkr" he says, "was disappointing. Most of my old friends

were dead or had moved away. Strange children, who meant

nothing to me, r¡ere playing in the Harlings'big yard when I

passed; the mountain ash had been cut down, and only a

sprouting stump vras left of the taII Lornbardy poplar that

used to guard the gate. I hurried on" (369). Thus, Jim

rejects change, the great Àmerican motivator, and therefore

his Americanness, in favor of his static memory, and the

search for his "incommunicable past" (372'). Jim eventually

walks out to a bit of untouched prairie north of town where

he feels "at home again" (370). Here, in this pasture, is
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the remnant of the old road that once led out to his grand-

parents' farm. He finds that the road and the prairie are

unchanged, that the land is eternal: the thing which he

seeks. Symbo1ically, this road also leads back to Jim's

childhood: "This vras the road over which Antonia and I came

on that night when lre got off the train at Black Hawk." He

merely has to close his eyes to be transported in time, "to
hear the rumbling of the wagons in the dark, and to be again

overcome by that obliterating strangeness. The feelings of

that night v¡ere so near that I could reach out and touch

them with my hand. I had the sense of coming home to
myself" (371).

again, the reader, too, is transported back to the night

when Jim and Àntonia first arrive in Nebraska.

Jim's desire to relive the past reflects his failure to
live in the present.

Cather's failure, but this interpretation ignores the fact
that Jim is the "nostalgic narrator" (Miller 115), not Cath-

er. What information Cather gives of Jim's present life is
sparse, but enough to indicate that the best years have

already flown: he is married to a v¡oman who is irritated by

his "guiet tastes," and who plays "the patroness" to medio-

cre artists (x); she is quite unlike the women Jim vras

attracted to in his Nebraska days. Jim's living in Ner+ York

is significant in terms of his commitment to the past,

because in the novel the West is a symbol of the future, and

Through Jim's experience of "coming home"

Hicks interprets Jim's failure as

the East, a symbol of the past. Àfter Jim' s establishment
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on the farm, his movement is continually Eastward: first

into Black Hawk, then to Lincoln, then to Yale and New York.

Àlthough there is a steady retreat to the East, i. e. the

past, Jim's profession as "legaI counsul for one of the

great Western railways" (x) would seem to signify his long-

ing for the future. We learn of Jim's present life in the

"Introduction," written by an unnamed author friend of Jim's

from his Black Hawk days, now living in New York, who tells

us that they meet on a train. In Àmerican literature, the

train is a symbol of the future, the portent of industrial

poyrer and the nation's greatness. Cather seerns to ,r""Br.in

in this manner since the train is heading west. Yet the two

friends discuss the past, and it is this train journey that

rnotivates Jim to write down his memories of lntonia. Àt the

same time that Cather uses the train as a symbol for a jou-

ney into the future, she also uses it for a journey into the

past. Since the past is a better place for Jim, Cather's

train, here, serves as the typical American emblem as well

as the typical Canadian emblem. From the beginning we see a

blending of the two mind-sets.

Jim's initial move West to Nebraska would seem to make

him a typical American character, but even as a boy, he

makes decisions that mark him as being like the mythical

Canadian. Às a child he has a close connection with the

prairie and sees it as a grand place. Jim's view of the

prairie as the holder of life's secrets is very similar to

Brian O'Connal's view of the prairie in Who Has Seen the
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Wind. Each writer stresses "that the larger truths of life
are perceivable only in close proximity to the prairie"
(Peterman 100). Yet each boy rejects the prairie in favor

of the city. Jim moves to Black Hawk, then to Lincoln, and

finally to New York. Brian runs away from his uncle's farm

back to town. Although, each boy goes to a farm in the

West, each returns to the town in the East, a symbolic

return to the past.

From Jim's first exposure to the Nebraska plainr wê see

the emergence of his Canadian qualities. Ì^lhiIe riding at
night in the back of a ÌIagon, staring at the stars, he sens-

es there is "nothing to see.. ..There was nothing but

land....Between that earth and that sky I felt erased, blot-
ted out" (7-B ) . In Canadian fiction, characters similarly
feel overwhelmed by nature. Às Brian O'Connal lies in a

haystack, he looks "up to the dark face of the sky pricked

out with stars. He was filled now with a feeling of naked-

ness and vulnerability that terrified him" (228).

As Jim stares out at Èhe vast nothingness from the back

of the buckboard he thinks about Virginia and all he has

left behind; nothing familiar remains: "f had left even [*y
parents'J spirits behind me" (8). Here, Jim is like Àeneas,

leaving a vanquished land and traveling West into the wil-
derness, but unlike Aeneas, who leaves much of his past

behind in ruined Troy, Jim does not even take with him his
household gods. The Virgilian overtones in the novel are

quite strong. Randall and Rosowski use the Virgilian basis,
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relying heavily on the Georgics and the Ecologuesr âs sup-

port for their arguments that lqv fntonia is a pastoral work.

Yet the paraIleIs between Jim and Aeneas also highlight
Cather's Canadianness: Aeneas was dispossessed of his pat-

ria and had to go into a new land to build a new empire;

Jim, too, goes into a ner+' land, but he is a failed Aeneas

because he does not help to build a new empire in the Ameri-

can Western manner.

That Jim enters a new land is emphasized in this section,

because Nebraska is inundated with "nothing." Cather uses

the word frequently in the early pages (7r 8, 14, 19, 21,

26). No wonder Jim marvels at the creation of something

from all this nothing. The settlers claim this empty wi1-

derness, civilize it, and make it part of a nation. Jim's

role in this transformation, however, is limited and pas-

sive, i. e. Canadian, unliXe íntonia's active role. He has

little connection with the land, and his relationship to the

land is distanced as he gros¡s and moves avray.

Jim's experience, too, is akin to that of the Canadian.

In "The Hired Girls," he is confronted by the small town

attitude, which Peterman recognizes as being "garrison-1ike"
(103). Small town comformity is a typical social pressure

in both Canada and the United States: Mrs. Bent1ey, in As

for Me and Mv House, articulates the small town attitude as

serving "the exacting gods Propriety and Parity" (6); Jim

says that it is "Iike living under a tyranny" (219). The

Àmerican reaction to tyranny is to rebel r âs Àmericans did
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in the War for Independence. Yet Jim does not rebel. The

townspeople's "respect for respectability" (202) disgusts

Jim, but he does nothing about this disgust. He withdraws

from his society.

Jim's town experiences cause him to regard the prairie as

the only thing which is vital, and he sees this vitality
only in people who have an association with the prairie--
much as Brian O'Conna1 does in his fascination with the

young Ben. Jim's grandmother remarks that if they had to
live in town, "she thanked God lthey] lived next door to the

Harlings. They had been farming people, like ourselves, and

their place vras like a little farm, with a big barn and gar-

den, and an orchard and grazing lots--even an windmill"
(147). Although the Burden's rural attitude is not exclu-
sively Canadian, it stands in contrast to the general Àmeri-

can orientation , toward an " intricately organized, urban,

industrial...society" (Marx 354). The Harlings are the only

people in town, besides the hired girls, of whom Jim speaks

kindly. He looks on the rest of Black Hawk with disdain,

"Îhe Black Hawk boys looked forward to marrying Black Hawk

gir1s, and living in a brand-new Iittle house with best

chairs that must not be sat upon, and hand-painted china

that must not be used" (201). These are faceless people who

do not have the vitality of country people--people who have

a close link with the soil.
Rather than openly confronting these people, Jim keeps to

himself. He turns down an invitation to join the Owl Ctub,
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and instead, he opts for dances at the firehall. This

action exernplif ies Jim's avoidance of open conf rontations,

another element of the garrison mentality (frye 226r. When

his grandmother asks him not to go to the firehall dances,

Jim, unlike útonia, who rebels when forbidden to attend the

dances, acquiesces, leaving him only one outlet: walking

through the dark town; he becomes more and more isolated,
finding that he must live within the social mores of his

small town, causing him to y¡ithdraw to his room, where he

studies Latin, another form of retreat to the past.

Living in town, Jim feels a psychological isolation; he

does not fit in with the townspeople or their morality.
Physically, he lives on the edge of town, caught between two

worlds, not a part of either. We can see this marginality
in Gabrielle Roy's The Road Past ÀItamont: "The village was

small and Grandmother's house stood right at the end of it;
the prairie surrounded us like the ocean on all sides except

the east, where a few other little houses could be seen, our

companions on what seemed a terrifying journey" (7). The

Bentley's house is perched on the edge, too. Às it does for
Brian O'Conna1 and Jim Burden, the prairie has a powerful

lure for Christine and Mrs. Bentley. This inbetweenness--a

typically Canadian phenomenon, as Mcluhan points out--sym-

bolizes the characters' inability to find their patria:

Phitip Bentley is a minister for a church in which he has no

faith; Mrs. MacMurray, in Who Has Seen the Wind, lives in

town, but her thoughts are always of the homestead.
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Because his life in the city is unfulfilting, Jim chooses

to live in his memory. Even when he breaks ¡yith the small

town, he cannot commit himself fully to the city. As a stu-
dent in Lincoln, he chooses to live with an elderly couple

on the edge of town, "near the open country" (258). Jim

cannoL ignore the lure of the prairie, yet he refuses to
recognize its power and submit to it throughout his life.
He is much like the Canadian who leaves the OId Ftorld, but

cannot become a part of the New; therefore, he is caught in

the middle, looking back and remaining static.
Àlthough Jim's attention is to the past and lntonia's is

to the future, they share the same view of space, like the

Canadian and the "United Stater."6 McLuhan contends that
this shared feeling comes about from the war on the wilder-
ness of our continent, making "customary the habit of going

outside to confront and explore the wilderness and of going

inside to be social and secure." In contrast, the European

goes outside to socialize and inside to be alone (230). In

Mv Àntonia, all public social activity takes place indoors,

such as the tent dances and the Saturday evenings in the

Harlings' front parlour. T.lhen Jim and Àntonia need privacy,

they go out to the prairie, as in the final scenes of "The

Shimerdas" and "Cuzak's Boys." Likewise, when Brian O'Con-

na1 needs solitude, he goes out to the prairie"

John.
e¡ term I borrow from Howard O'Hagan's romance Tay
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Às Àntonia is a more clearly defined Alexandra, Jim is a

more clearly defined CarI; both male characters exhibit Can-

adian characteristics. Jim's character is more developed,

yet what they both share is an abandonment of their patria.T

Jim's nostalgic mental journey at the end of the novel is

the culmination of his Canadian proclivities. From his

first feeling of being overwhelmed by the prairie, his

development has been toward a Canadian mind-set. As he sits
in the pasture of untouched prairie, he sees a remnf,nt oftl

the trail on which his journey began. This scene becomes a

microcosm of the novel:

his pastr ês his whole narrative is. Jim, unlike Antonia,

sees his past as a better time than his present. His nos-

talgia is not so much a character flawr âs Hicks contends,

but a conscious strategy on Cather's part to develop an

attitude which is different from the progressive American

frontier value system.

the final scene is a recalling of

7 cf claude
a link with the
(wheel ) , pulling
his being a part
nature's cycles
and places. Hi
contentment with the land.

Wheeler in One of Ours, whose name suggests
t-=ìprairie (clod) and at the same time motion

him away from the land; he cannot recognize
of the land.

and is always yearning f or far alray things
s death is inevitable because he cannot find

He lives out of kilter with



WiIla Cather did not consciously attempt to dramatize the

Canadian psyche in fiction:
of a basic similarity between her experiences and those of

many Canadians.

material a writer works with is acquired before the age of

fifteen. That's the important period" (eohlke 20). During

her formative years, her family moved from the American

South to the Mid-West, from the civilized Virginia hills to

the wild Nebraska plain. This sense of enforced emigration,

of coming to a new and raw environment not by choice but by

accident or as a result of circumstantial pressures, is
deeply rooted in Lhe Canadian psyche

The societal features of sparsely settled pioneer Nebras-

ka also had/have much in common with the general structure
of Canada and the cultural mosaic (and vertical stratifica-

Chapter IV

CONCLUSION

Cather believed "that most of the basic

these elements appear because

tion) that have come to characterize this nation.

neighborhood of her grandparents' homestead, in the Cather-

ton townshipr wãs settled by European immigrants: "To the

north of Catherton there was a settlement of French-Canadi-

ans....Spotted across the northern and central tiers of the

county were colonies of Germans, Bohemians, Swedes, Danes,

and Swiss. ÀlI but the Swiss have important roles in Willa

Cather's fiction (Brown 24) .

60
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Although such a society might seem to be a goldrnine for a

local-color artist, to Cather it seemed to lack both the

historical ghosts and sense of history that give mythic

resonance to regionalist writing, just as it did not seem to

be a climate supportive of esthetic pursuits

neering commentary on the state of the arts in Canada (On

Canadian Poetrv, 1943), E. K. Brown had expressed similar
sentiments, and perhaps this is what enabled him to write so

sympathetically about Cather. According to Brown, Cather

"did not care to start from nothing"; rather she wanted to

begin "from the point art had reached in the sequence of

great experiments...which make up tradition....It b$egan to
t

appear to her that her art had been kept poor, and her per-

sonality clipped, by inadequacies in the society in which

she had grown up. It v¡as a society without a real past, and

r{ithout much consciousness of what past it had" (xxii).

Ultimately, however, what Cather's background . and the

Canadian experience most have in common pertains to the

landscape of Nebraska and Cather's initial response to it.
In an interview given after the publication of O Pioneers!.

Cather recalled her first impressions of the Nebraska prai-

rie: "I felt a good deal as if we had come to the end of

everything--it was a kind of erasure of personality" (S1ote

448). Cather expressed this feeling in a letter to her

friend Elizabeth Sergeant, written in 1912, while in Red

Cloud. At the time, Cather vras working on her story "ÀIex-

andrar" which later became part of O Pioneers!. Sergeant

In his pio-
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relates that the "general effect of the West had been over-
powering--she had run into the same old shock she used to
suffer at the mere size of it. When she $¡as in the East,

she forgot everything but the sharp, specific flavor. Once

therer âD unreasoning fear of being swallowed by the dis-
tances between herself and anything else jumped out at her--
as in childhood, again" (79).

responding to the prairie, this sense of living in the midst

of no-where and being overwhelmed is a recurrent motif in

Canadian literature.
And with this observation, I think we have the answer to

the question of whether the "Canadian" elements in Cather's

work are better described in "regionalistic" rather than

nationalístic terms. Although geographically, Canada has

many distinct and diverse regions, psychologically its land-

scape has a "prairie" quality. What appears as realistic
detail in the works of Sinclair Ross, Margaret Laurence, W.

O. Mitchell and Gabrielle Roy is also present as emotional

climate in the works of Canadian non-prairie writers. Set

in the Rocky Mountains, Howard O'Hagan's Tav John equally

evokes the "silence" of an obtiterating and obliterated env-

iornment, just as Ernest Buckler's The Mountain and the VaI-

ley ends with the "erasure" of David Canaan as the snow

falls. Despite its urban setting, a sense of impermanence

and lack of definite circumference characteríze Morley Cal-

Iaghan's Such Is Mv Beloved, and the echo of the train is as

Ionely as it is in the "lone land" of prairie fiction.

Àlthough Cather is here
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Moreover, that the Canadian psyche has a "prairie" char-

acter may be seen from the central position occupied by such

writers in the Canadian literary tradition, the current can-

on and--possibly most significant of all--in the popular

imagination or reputation of Canadian literature outside of

Canada. Conversely, one might notice the extent to which

prairie l-iterature lies outside the mainstream in Àmerican

literaturç. If it is "prairie" that Cather has in common

with Canada, in short, then it is also "prairie" that dis-
tinguishes her from the domenant Àmerican tradition.

In much the same vray one can deal with the question of

whether it is gender rather than national ethoi that
accounts for various elements in Cather's fiction. Certain-

ly, the sense of being faceless and surviving against odds

can be allied with a female sensibility, and certainly many

of Cather's images and specifically the sexual aspects of

her depiction of her female protagonist's relationship to

the land may be discussed in feminist terms. Yet as Marga-

ret Atwood's twinning of Canadian and feminist issues sug-

gests, the argument for gender scarcely cancels out the

validity of discussing Cather as having a Canadian mentali-

ty. Similarly, support for the notion that the Canadian

psyche is feminine can again be found in the quantitative

and qualitative predominance of women in the Canadian liter-
ary canon, especially in contrast to the reverse situation
in the American literary canon.
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Another reason for approaching Cather from a nationalist
rather than a gender oriented perspective has to do with the

extent to which her fiction differs not merely from that of

Àmerican male writers but aÌso that of Àmerican women writ-
ers. A particularly revealing example here is EIlen Glasgow

who like Cather s¡as born in Virginia (1874) and within a

year of Cather (1873). Untike Cather, GIasgoÌr never left
the South, and she shared none of Cather's respect for tra-
dition of nostalgia. SimiIarly, although Cather is not

ignored in feminist revisionist criticism, she tends not to
be presented as a female writer who has been neglected mere-

Iy because of male prejudice.

In turn, that a nationalist/ ideological way of approach-

ing Cather is more appropriate than one based either on gen-

der or on regional/prairie affinities becomes "ppþur"nt when

one considers that the concerns I have identified are not

limited to O Pioneers! or My Ànotnia --i.e., novels with a

prairie setting and female protagonists. The same value

systems and tensions may be found in The Professor's House,

wherein Godfrey St. Peter is a grandson of an "old Kanuck"

(30). Similarly, in Death Comes for the Àrchbishop, Mag-

dalena, a Mexican woman, tells her story of her husband's

murders to an American notary, who "had brought along his

friend, St. Vrain, a Canadian trapper who understood Spanish

better than he" (70). Seemingly insignificant, these brief
allusions to things Canadian do not seem accidental in an

artist who espoused the virtues of the "the novel dámueblé"

(writinq 35-43).
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Thus although in terms of setting Shadows on the Rock

would seem to be Cather's most Canadian novel, a Canadian

mind-set is pervasive in her fiction, and for the purpose of

my thesis this novel is of primary importance for the way it
concretely realizes Cather's attraction to Canada. Àlthough

Cather was quite fond of Grand Manan and Quebec, she did not

particularly like Toronto, and there is no evidence to sug-

gest that she ever visited Western Canada. She did, how-

ever, do a good deal of research on Quebec for Shadows on

the Rock, and, consequently, became quite knowledgeable

about French-Canadian history.
Cather wrote most of Shadows on the Rock at her summer

retreat on Grand Manan island in New Brunswick. She spent

her first summer there in 1922, Iater building a cotLage

that had "a large attic from which one could look out over

the cliffs and the sea, and this Wi11a Cather chose for her

study" (Lewis 131). She returned annually until she was

barred from the island during World War II.
In conclusion, then, although my purpose in this thesis

has not been to reclassify Cather as a Canadian writer, I do

think that her world view has much in common with a Canadian

perspective, and that for Àmerican critics herein Iies her

"charm" and paradoxically the consequent tendency to view

her as a "case." Similar1y, although my purpose has not

been to suggest that Canadian critics are more sophisLicated

than Americans in their discussion of Cather's artistry, I

do think that if they have a "better" understanding it can
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reading her

to the shock

fiction.
of recognition they experience
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